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BY CHARLOTTE TAYLOR

view,

News Writer

There is art all around you
as you walk across the Boise State
campus, but you may never
have noticed.
That is why the "art, task
force" was created by BSU
President
Bob
Kustra.
This
group
hopes
_to
raise awareness for fine art
on campus and seeks newways '
of incorporating art into the
Boise State landscape.
This task force was present at the Thursday meeting of
the Associated Students of Boise
State University Senate to share
its findings:
The previous Senate heard
from the task force in March regarding the "Meet Me at the Mural"
project.
The
project
was
ultimately vetoed due to a lack
of student support.
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"Fracture"

and '''Vacancy''

keep moviegoers

on the

edge of their seats while
Nine-Inch

Nails releases

some 'hot new tracks on Its
new album, "Year Zero."
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Gerald Alexander

headlined

group of four former

a

Boise Stat

tn

players who made a splash

the 2007 NFL draft while the
Bronco men and women's tenni
teams both made their way to
the final rounds of the Western
Athletic

Conference

championship.

tournament

The track and

field teams finished

up at their

last home competition

as well.

ARBITERONLIN E.COM
Managing

Editor Dustin Lapray

and Sports Editor Jake Garcin
talk about Broncos heading to
the NFL and all the happenings
at this weekend's
"Arbiter

"
K

NFL Draft on

Sports Talk."

"Out of the Blue" has reached
the semester

finale with the

latest in university

news.
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Room
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powerful
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e. very

educational

18 BSUstudents

had on their recently
.Alternative.Spring

tI'le

Navajo Natl0fl'

The purpose of Thursday's visit
was to inform the Senate of the
amount of art currently located
on campus and to encourage an
increase in the overall amount of
public art.
"There had never been any kind
of inventory of'the art work on campus,' Student Activities Program
Coordinator for Fine Arts Holly
Gilchrist said. "It gave liS an idea of
how much the university has actually Invested in art over the years."
One of the major jobs of the task
force, as explained by Gilchrist,
On Saturday, April
was to inventory the amount of
28 the Residence
public art at Boise State. This
Hall Olympics were
job fell to Boise State student and
held the area in front of
interim Executive Director of
the Student Union Building. Events
the Boise City Arts Commission
included dodgeball, tug-of-war, relay
Karen Bubb. Bubb presented
/
races and a pie-eating contest.
this information and shared how
After the events, Driscoll/Keiser
other colleges have incorporated
came out on top, Chaffee took
art into their campuses.
second, Suites/Towers were third
Art
currently
on campus
and Morrison/Taylor took fourth.
includes exterior public art, the
Student Union Collection, the
PHOTOS BY DARCI NUTT/THE ARBITER
Richard . Libby Collection, art
located at the West Campus, the
Art Department Collections, the
Albertsons Library Collection and
the Women's Center Collection.
Boise State owns more than
Catherine Marie Stlsh
Gaylene
Munroe
year
the
society
inducts
approxiSince its founding, the society
BY SONIA TREVIZO
Brandon James Stoker
Huffy Christine Naillon
$500,000 in
public
exterior
mately
30,000
students,
faculty,
prohas
initiated
more
than
one
million
Elko
H1raoka
Strader
Andrew
Jacob
Ormond
News Writer
artwork
alone.
Some
o(
these
Michael
GregoryStrndcr
Carol
A.
Peck
fessional
staff
and
alumni
each
year.
members into its ranks. All memNadine Denise Taylor
Matthew Henry Prudy
pieces were created by professors
April 15, Boise State University Phi Cory James Reche
Adam Alejandro Torres
Phi Kappa Phi was founded in bers have received emblems and
recruited from the Boise State art
Marla KayVanSklvcr
william Reed
1897and is the nation's oldest, larg- certificates of membership, but Phi Kappa Phi's Chapter 159inducted 78 Michael
Marla D. Venegas
Cory Ryan Sanford
department. Now that the task
students, four faculty and the mayor Taryn Noel Sanford
Kappa Phi is much more than this.
Karen I.Wadley
,
est and most selective all-disciforce has completed the inventory,
Robin Sue whne-stebcr
Lisa M. Schoetther
of
Boise
in
the
Rose
Room
in
downIt's
much
more
than
just
an
empline honor society. It has a chapCheryl I. Winters
Lila Rose Shearer
it hopes to permanently expand
town
Boise.
Mayor
Dave
Bieter
was
Orenda L. Simon
.
Nicolas Gene Wynkoop
ter on almost 300 campuses in the blem and a line on a resume. It's a
the amount of art on campus. This
nnd
Jason Somera
United States, Puerto Rico and the global network composed of only also the keynote speaker and Tony Matthew
James Clifton Young.
Dale Hobert Spangler
process begins by examining cur- .
Roark,
professor
of
philosophy,
was
Philippines, The society's mission is the best and brightest individuals
rent policies and procedures for
The faculty inductees are:
elected as the 2007~2008president.
from all sorts of different academic
"to recognize and promote academpurchasing, storing, loaning and
. This year's student inductees are:
disciplines. It is also a community of
ic excellence in all fields of higher
Stephen Crowley, Philosophy;
maintaining art.
Natalie Nelson Marsh, Communication;
Lorna lee Andersen
. Robin M. Hnushcer
education and to engage the com- scholars and professionals building
Brenda Sue Helgerson
Calle E. Spear. Health Promotion; and
Klra Lind Barsotti
"Part of the problem is that no
an
enduring
legacy
for
future
genmunity of scholars in service to othNancy Prances Ilcmandcz
Richard A. Young. Art.
Angela Joyce Batchelor
one has ever been responsible for
Zoe Louise Hewett
Dallas James Becker
erations.
ers." Also equally important is that
Heather Holland Jerry
T, Bell
art before," Bubb said. The task
(Some of tile organization's more notable membus inMembership in Phi Kappa Phi Iason
the society provides its members
Allen Hubbard Katie
Hoy Thomas Bode
clude former President Jimmy Carter, NASA A$lronaut
force
is also researching alternaMarie
Ingram
Katie
KylJe Glen Boggess
Wendy Lawrence. Baylor U.,'vcrslty Head Women's
access to exclusive resources and is by invitation only and requires
Conlon Jacobs Margaret
Llncoln G. Bollschweller
tive art sources such as architecn.asb~tball Coae/JKim Mulkey-Robertson, writpr John
benefits designed to serve their aca- nomination and approval by a chapjason W. Boyd
S. Jensen Andrea M.
GrlsllQmand Netscapefounder James Barksdale.) .
ture, multimedia art and horticulJohnson Daria Kanevskl
ter. Being that this is the most se- Lindsey Allene Braun
demic and professional needs.
Lnurn Kathleen Keys
Krisijn Marie Drown
ture. It is not currently requestSince
the
initiation
of
its
awards
lective of societies only the top 10 Garry walter Bronrlgg
The global focus on resources alCheryl Kingsford
ing any funding from the Senate,
program
in
1932
Phi
Kappa
Phi
has
John
David
Laughlin
Andrea
E.
Burnie
percent
of
seniors
and
7.5
percent
10"YsPhi Kappa Phi members from
Christa Sharyn Ledbetter
Jamie Lynn Cargill
it was simply presenting ideas and
awarded
approximately
$11.5
milof juniors having at least 72 semesevery corner of the world to connect
Arln
Lindstorm
Julie Kay Carr
garnering support.
lion.
Today,
more
than
$700,000
Abram
Ricks
LInes
ter
hours
are
eligible
for
memberStephanie
Carroll
and network with one another. Some
Benjamin Walter Marcoe
Katherine Rc-gersCoghlan
"I think you have the opportuniis awarded annually to qualifying
of the membership benefits include: ship. Graduate students in the top 10 Haley Dawn Coleman
KathrynEmikoMatsuura
ty to do something on Boise State's
members and non-members through
Christine White McGrew
Emerald Ann Douthit
academic recognition, career as- .percent of the number of candidates
Lisa L Mckinley
Teresa Lynn England
campus that is really progressive,'
graduate fellowships, undergraduate
for graduate degrees may also qualsistance, awards and scholarships,
Ellzabeth Srrachanjdlller
Monty Fleenor
Bubbsaid.
study abroad scholarships, member
Theresa Marie Mills
Sarah Morrill Preklng
partner discounts and services, ify. Faculty, professional staff and
Christopher Todd Minen
Rebekah Suzanne Gould
and chapter awards and grants forloalumni who have achieved schol- Wendy
publications, networking, training
Jamie Marie Montgomery
Gay Green
Talkin' about the Broncos
cal and national literacy initiatives.
Michael Carl Moore
arly distinction also qualify. Each Daniel E. Hardin
and leadership opportunities.
Senate
Resolution
Number
Two was back from the University
Affairs Committee for second reading. This is the piece of legislation
asks the Senate to support
the: Talkin" Broncos
forencan hear and the blind can see. they just have the heart.
is immortal."
sics team in its search of
BY SONIA TREVIZO
Unfortunately,
sometimes these
This rings true with in this group
Five awards were given out dur- permanent funding.
News Writer
unselfish and noble actions that
of students.
ing the reception. Student Joseph
Changes of wording made
. According to the American
make up the most radiant pages in
"Service and leadership should
DeMay received the Outstanding
in committee only seemed. to
HeritageDictionary,volunteerismis
the biography of humanity often be done with a steward's heart,'
Student Volunteer Award.
confuse and frustrate the Senate.
the use of or reliance on volunteers,
go unrecognized.
Eastman said. "Living a life of no
The
Outstanding
Employee Sen, Ashley Callisand Sen. Gabe .
especially to perform social or eduLast Thesday Boise State held a reserve, no retreat, and no regret is Volunteer Award went to BSU asso- Murphy obJectedt~ the res~lu~on
cational work in communities.
volunteer tecognition reception in simple but never easy."
ciate professor Robin Allen;
because it implied actual monetary
That is exactly what the the Jordan Ballroom.
How does one go about awarding
The Civic Leadership Residential support for the forensics tealD·: .
Volunteer Service Board dedicates
Leadership Development Chair
such work?
College was recognized as the
"This isn't acalLto
actlon,"
themselves to.
.
Phil. Eastman was the keynote
Volunteers understand that the
Outstanding Volunteer Student Sen. Evan. Meriwether
"It
This 2006-2007 school yearthere
speaker for the eventandsald,"1
highest reward fora person's work is Organization..
saystbatwe'asa~enatesupport
were 75 cOmmUnity partners, 1,741.. 1Ul1 very pl~asedatthe level of your
not whattheyget for it,but~at they .. Boise Samaritan.· VllIage re- this ldea.~:i~
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<,
students a!ld59 facultylIlembers
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specificServi(:eLearningprojecu
" toyomschool;"
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Senate gets
artistic,
debates
forensics

Driscoll/Keiser proves who lives inthe toughest place on campus

with the 03 Festival and
Arbiter
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World/National/What
the? stories courtesy of MCT campus Wire Services unless otherwise credited. Local/BSU
stories are courtesy of the Boise State Web Site at www.bolsestate.edu.
All stories are complied by News Writers.

THE HEADLINES
\VORLD
Mexico drug cartels reap
big profits from meth

The anti-drug operation was in
the works for months, and the news
would be big, officials said. But
when Mexican police burst into a
plush home, in the capital's exclusive Lomas de Chapultepec neighborhood last month, guided in
part by the U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration, they -were taken
aback.
'They found stacks and stacks of
crisp U.S.S100bills in closets, draw-,
ers and suitcases. The attorney general's office arranged the bills into
a huge, bed-shaped platform, with
Ben Franklin's picture staring up.
The first estimate by authorities put'
the take at $100 million. Then the
bill-counting machines came in
and the figure topped S200 million.
It was the biggest drug cash seizure
ever.
There was another surprise.
The money did not belong to one
of Mexico's powerful drug cartels,
nor did it represent profits from the
sale of traditional drugs, such as
Colombian cocaine, Mexican marijuana and black-tar heroin.
Rather, authorities said, it was
amassed by a naturalized Mexican
from China, Zhenli Ye Gon, who
is accused of using his Asian contacts to illegally import the precursor drugs to make the new star of
the U.S. and Mexican drug markets: methamphetamine. As a U.S.
crackdown against meth labs and
precursor chemicals has been drying up domestic production in recent years, the Mexican cartels are
enthusiastically filling the void, U.S.
and Mexican officials say.Moreover,
officials say, meth has advantages
forthe cartels over even highly-profitable cocaine. It is a highly addictive drug that can be made at home,
smuggled easily and reap huge prof. LOCAL/BSU .
it margins.
Like
the
nonamphetamine
designer drug "cheese" that is More difflcult graduation
causing deaths in the Dallas area,
requirements: good or bad?
cheap meth distributed through
existing drug channels may be the
Idaho's new high school graduaensuing nightmare on both sides tion requirements could leave local
ofthe border.
schools scrambling for math and sci"What we are seeing is a maence teachers.
nipulation of the drug markets,"
And the added year required
said Santiago Vasconcelos, deputy
for those courses may mean
director of international
and . some students will get fewer .oplegal matters for Mexico's attorney
portunities
to
take
elective
general's office.
classes educators say they need.
It is a diabolical plan by these
The new state graduation requirecriminal organizations to increase
ments include three years of math
sales of homemade amphetamines
and science instead of the two years
as an alternative to South American
currently mandated. One of the
cocaine, which must be grown,
three years of math must come in
processed,
and
transported
the senior year. The new guidellnes
thousands of miles.
also call for students to complete a
"The lesson we get from this isvery senior research project that includes
painful," Vasconcelos said. "The an oral and written component.
American people have yet to wake
Supporters say the changes are inup from the nightmare of synthetic
tended to keep Idaho high school
drugs, especially the nightmare
graduates competitive with high
that has brought them to methamschool graduates from other states
phetamines."
and competitive in a global economy
that increasingly requires higherlevel math and science skills.
Thetougher requirements go into
effectwiththegraduationclassol'2013.
Senate approves Iraq war
The state has allotted $3.5 million for
funding, timetable
the changes this year,with education
officials asking forthe same amount
Congress concluded round one
next year and $10to $12 million for
of its historic showdown with
the 2009-2010 school year. That's
President Bush with the Senate's
the year the first class will start high
passage of legislationthat requires
school under the new requirements.
that troops start coming home by
Schools will need the money to
Oct. I.
hire additional teachers or ask more

. ..

,

'~,

~
,

,

Maneuvering over the next round
was already under way.
The 51-46approval, like the close
votein the Houseoffiepresentatives,
was far short of the two-thirds majority needed to override the veto
that Bush has promised. Demccrats
now will try to rewrite the $124 billion spending bill, which provides
the money Bush requested for the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan plus
extra military funding.
Majority Whip Sen. Richard
Durbin, D-I1l., said Congress will
send the spending bill to Bush early
next week. The goal, he said, is to
craft a new spending bill in May.
Troop withdrawal timelines will
drop out of the new bill after the
veto, but Democrats want the revised spending bill to pressure
the Iraqi government to end the
factional violence that has killed
tens of thousands of civilians and
displaced hundreds of thousands
more.
Democrats also are expected to
press for withdrawal in other bills
in May and June.
After the vote, White House
spokeswoman Dana Perino said
Bush repeated his veto promise.
More time is needed for the U.S.
troop escalation now under way,
she said.
"What the president has asked for
is for the Congress to give - and to
the American people to give - this
plan a chance to work: she said.
In the debate over the Democrats'
plan to change strategy in Iraq, senators split largely along party lines
in their views about the enemy in
Iraq.
Only two Republicans, Gordon
Smith of Oregon and Chuck Hagel
of Nebraska, voted for the measure.
Democrats voted for the bill. Sen .
Joseph Lieberman, l-Conn., who
supports the president's war plans,
voted against it, along with most
Republicans.

'

ofthe teachers they have.
"It's going to be a tough issue:
Nampa
High
School
Principal Pete Koehler said.
High schools already have a hard
time finding qualified math and science teachers.
Nampa schools could hire more
math and science teachers or ask
current math and science teach.
ers to teach four instead of three
block classes a day, Koehler said.
But that would also cost more
money because it would increase
teacher workloads by 25 percent.
"Obviously that's going to become
a
serious
compensation
issue,
Koehler
said.
Koehler would not rule out the possibility that the new requirements
could lead to cuts in elective classes
such as music, art or vocational education.
But Nampa Schools spokeswoman
Allison Westfall said it's too early to
determine if classes would be cut or
teachers laid offto accommodate the
new requirements.
Some educators also worry that
fewer elective opportunities for students will mean a less well-rounded
and complete education and less opportunityforstudentstoexplorefields
theymaydeveloplife1onginterestsin.
Nampa high school students have an
open period they could use for elective classes, Westfall said.
But Vallivue drama teacher Tim
Pakutka said forcing students into
more math and science classes could
backfire.
"I can see the reasoning behind
the new requirements," Pakutka
said. "But I don't think they're going
to be as beneficial as people say. To
force people into going into a math
or science field, although it's good for
industry, not everybody's meant for
that kind of stuff."
'Koehler has similar views.
"It's important that we do let young
people have those kinds of experiences so they understand whether
this is something they would like to
pursue," Koehler said about elective classes. "To lock kids out of programs, I'm not sure whether that is in
the best interests of society or those
children."
Pakutka said that although he
understands why companies like
Micron Technology would want a
workfbrce with' higher-level math
and science skills, it would be "kind
of tragic" to keep students from following their passions in other fields.
"It's kind of narrowing the focus of
education," Pakutka said.
But the State Board of Education's
thinking behind the change, approved this year by the Idaho
Legislature, is that Idaho's kids must
keep up with the rest of the world in
those subjects and be prepared for
the rigors of post-secondary education and work.
"Our kids are not only competing
with each other for jobs," Education
Board Communications
Officer
Mark Browning said, "but competing with kids from other states with
stricter standards."

WHAT THEZ
I'm innocent of this too,
your honor - I swear I am! A man came to court in
Pyatigorsk, Russia, to face charges
of stealing a woman's cell phone.
He was cleared. On his way out of
the courtroom he stole the judge's
cell phone.
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The way we see it ...

Why research is _important when

,Diversity Day Defined
flopped

.

:-

writing a newspaper article

April 20, 2007, Boise State Cultural Center
and the Associated' Students of Boise State
University sponsored Diversity Day Defined, or
the D3 Fest.
.
The Arbiter took part in this festival, well
... sort of. We took part in that we were there,
hosting a booth from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
We were dismayed, along with most of the
other organizations hosting booths, to find that
almost no students were coming to the groups
of tents in the Intramural Field outside the
Student Union Building.
A lot of this fault lays with the students of
BSU,who chase these rallying cries for diversity
and then never take action to support their
opinions. But most- of the fault for this flop
belongs in the hands ofthe organizers.
You want t<?talk diversity and acceptance?
You invite us to come, because you think we
have some sort ofliheral media bias toward your
events (that is unless you are liberals, in which
case you accost us for being in league with Fox
News), and then you don't evenhave the guts to
come speak to us?
Ridiculous.
You wantto talk diversity, acceptance?
You make everyone sign this pledge ...
"I pledge to commit myself to raising
awareness
and
understanding
about
differences such as: gender, sexual orientation,
identity, age, class, race, culture, ability, nationality, religion and ethnicity,"
We're fine with that, but when a local slam
poet gets on stage and emits such vulgar and
sexually explicit language, declaring to the
crowd of students, parents and children can
leave if they do not like it ... even The Arbiter is
offended by that.
Then there were the belly dancers, then the
burlesque dancers? Then followed a slew of
one-man bands that no one stopped to listen
to. When Shannon Morgan gave her speech,
we couldn't even hear it from our seclusion,
Literally out in left field, we had to come to her.
This event was a total failure.
And what's worse?
Of course, the students paid for it. The ASBSU
Senate (not the new q~e) pledged $5,000 for
what? For tents and booths no one went to
investigate, to divvy out a few hundred more
of those N.O.T. T-shirts (forever trying to cover
up and give away responsibility for financial
irresponsibility),
to provide water (and
nothing else) from Aramark? To buy lunch for
the stripper's ... oops, we mean burlesque
dancers? To hire the outside bands and vendors
who cancelled? To allow an event tag-lined with
a catch phrase so overused that most students
don't even know what diversity is supposed
to mean anymore?
The Arbiter went because we wanted to see
something, we were looking for that harangued
change in social ideology on campus; we
went because we wanted to talk, because we
are interested in defining for ourselves what
diversity means.
If D3 is the definition, then we want no part
in that application.Last year the Cultural Center
footed the bill for this event. This year it contributed monies as well. But where did it go?
How and why do you spend thousands of dollars to put together a waste of an afternoon, 'a
junk-heap collection of unproductive, inane
hours spentwaitingfor someone to actually care?
You do it because you can, because the money
was there and the Senate was gullible enough
to think that its money could payoff the
diversity-crying
organizations
who simply
wanted a day to get together and chat.
They could have done that for free.

BY JOSH

Guest Opinion

I know what you're thinking.
"A letter from one of the actors in
'Buddhist History'? This guy must be
mad because his show got a bad review
[from The Arbiter]:'
I'm not mad about your review at all.
I'm more concerned about your lack of
preparation skills.
Everything
you
bashed
in
your' article were key aspects of
traditional
Noh
theatre.
Your
statement about our lack of stage
scenery and props, and how that was
a "negative aspect: seems strange
when you consider that in Noh theatre,
there are few props and not very much
stage scenery.
Typically, a Noh stage will consist
mainly of the pine tree painting in
the background. The "stage is bare,

BY LUCINDA SUTHERLAND
Arbiter

Staff

I know that lots of Boise State stu. dents live on or near the campus and
have almost no interest in the problems and musings of their fellow students stuck in traffic while commuting to class. This is for the rest of the
student body - the ones with a driving
need to get to college.
When I'm on the road I usually
wonder what the other drivers are
thinking. I rarely waste my time
wondering what they think of my
driving, though. I'm too busy wondering where their minds are as they
ignore the possibility of merging
traffic until the reality is about to dent
their right fenders. I wonder why the
other drivers still don't know which
lanes are going to end soon or where to
expect bottlenecks. I am mystified how'
people who can afford expensive new
gas guzzlers can't seem to remember
the location of po tho his and bumps on
a road they travel five days a week.
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ment?
Did they write bad things
about their supervisors on the walls of
their old port-a-potties? Is this a punishment for wasting time, and does
it save time? Does the proximity to
traffic scare them just enough to speed
up the natural process (scare the crap
out of them), or does it siow everything
down and make it almost impossible?
Or, is this just' a cost-cutting measure to make sure the crews don't use
the toilets a"ny more than absolutely
necessary so they don't have to be
emptied as often?
I'm pretty sure I'm never going to get
the answers to my questions. There is
no way I'm going to stop on the freeway
and ask one of those workers about
their toilet habits. None of my friends
that I've asked will admit to knowing
road crewmembers, probably because
I made the mistake of telling them why
I wanted to know. So, I will just have to
add these questions to my long list of
odd wonderings and hope I soon get
distracted by some crazy new thought,
or possibly even a new driver.

MI1lIken, Shannon Morgan.
MatLa Rue, Darc18 Nutt, .'.
Alaxender PhoJn1x, Ryan.

lln •.•• m

studert' edttolJ
dedtklnt

Josh Belville is a student
at Boise State University

traffic I find I want to ask them some
However, the arrival of spring has
personal questions. Namely, how do
brought me a whole new crop ofthings
they do it?
to wonder about. Road construction
As if it isn't difficult enough for those
has bloomed on every major roadway and few commuters can make it with shy bladders to answer the call of
to campus without meeting five or six nature when traffic is flying by, how
do they manage if they work on the
"Road Work Ahead" signs. There have
other segment of road construction
• been days when I wanted to uproot
the "End Road Work" sign and start a in Meridian - the Eagle Road exit? As
westbound traffic exits at Eagle Road
protest march to the capital. I would,
they drive right past port-a-potties
too, except the roads would soon get in
lined up on the edge of the off-ramp.
even worse shape if anyone was crazy
This is the first place traffic snarls
enough to listen to me.
during rush hour. It is possible that
You may not know that the road
a road worker could walk past a car
construction on Interstate 84 doesn't
waiting on the off-ramp, use 'the
stop at the state line. I meet up with
work sites on either side of Ontario as I' mobile facility and come back out
to find the same. car, and driver,
take "the fast way" home. Even though
I see a lot of construction work in my there, still waiting. Even if it doesn't
embarrass the construction
worker
commute itisn't until I get to Meridian
there lire a lot of drivers who would be
that I find the oddity that tickles my
blushing for him.
sense of humor: port-a-potties for the
work crews blatantly placed in the . Meridian is the only work area I have
noticed with toilet facilities placed
middle of the freeway. As I imagine
in such eye-catching locations. That
those muscular road workers trying
also makes me wonder - what did
to answer the call of nature in a plastic
those crews do to deserve that treatbooth, just inches away from speeding

Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication' on any
topic. Letters to the editor must notexceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
narnaclty, state and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subject to editing. Both
• '.
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in another show, "In the Sawtooths,"
which; by the way, went this past week
to the Kennedy Center in Washington
D.C. to be performed.
Thus,
the
costumes
and
scenery had to be simple, because
we were working with constraints.
Our choices in those areas were made
with the utmost care and respect for
the plays.
Obviously you have not seen a lot of
theatre, because lines are forgotten every day. Sometimes we try and try and
cannot remember what comes next.
Those times are embarrassing
and
frustrating, but they are also, in a way,
essential to live theatre.
What you're watching is a live performance, with people who can err, and
that's what makes it so damned fun .

what you're going to write about as
possible. Kabuki is in no way similar
to Noh theatre. They just seem similar to someone who does not initiate
themselves
into
the
culture.
Concerning your statement about how
Noh "offers a much different approach
to acting by using extensive masks and
costumes to show stature in society,"
except to ask, have you ever thought
that a character wearing a suit and tie
presents a different stature than' one
wearing ragged clothes?
There are some truths to what you
say. This production was considered a
"workshop;" we had talkbacks on both
Thursday performances so that Phil,
the playwright, could gather some
opinions on the show in order to help
.him rewrite it and make it better.
We had a budget of roughly $1,000.
We had a shuffle of casting because
some of our other students were cast

Toilets: a new roadblock?

The way we see it is based on the majority opinions of
The Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board are Drew
Mayes, editor-in-chief; noy Sawyer, business manager;
Heather English, protfrictio.nmalJager; Df;lstinLapray, man.aging editor; Barry Pranklin, Opinion editor; Harsh Mantri,
online editor and Sheree Whiteley, lead copy editor.

y

and props and extra scenery are only
used when they are absolutely needed. Costumes are the same issue. It's
usually the shite, orlead who wears the
most costume, including the famous
Japanese masks.
Noh theatre can, be explained in
much the same way sushi is made:'
instead of having many various flavors
and ingredients, sushi is made with
very few items, usually with base of
rice. It is in this simplicity that makes
sushi so flavorful, bec;use each bit
is carefully picked to create the most
attractive flavor.
The typical theatre patron will
probably not try to learn anything
about Noh theatre before watching
the show.
Hell, most of our patrons are
students who desperately need to write
a review for their Theatre 101 class.
But it is your job to learn as much about

BELVILLE
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WHAT'S HOT
WHAT'S NOT
IN ENTERTAINMENT

.:i:

Globally
HOT
Enter

"Disturbia"
is one movie worth
watching right now, it's "Disturbia,"
Featuring
Disney Channel star
Shia Lalleouf, from the show "Even
Stevens," the actor stars in one of
The most intense movies of the
season that will keep you on the
edge of your seat and make you not
able to make a move. With a mixture
of comedy and dark twists, paired
with adrenaline-pumping
action,
this movie takes audience members
on a roller coaster ride filled with uncertainty and drama.

If there

BY STEVE
Culture
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Prince Harry banned from Iraq
You would think that Prince
Harry of the United Kingdom would
be able to go and do anything he
pleases. Wrong. As a member of the
British military, doing the duty of
your country comes with limitations. While certain branches of the
British military prepare to deploy to
Iraq, the country is saying they will
not allow Harry to accompany the
unit and he must reside at home for
his own safety, as well as that of his
fellow soldiers.
Officials say the idea of losing him
in war would be too dramatic for the
people, especially after the loss of his
mother, Princess Diana. Having him
in Iraq would heighten Iraq raids on
the British military and create even.
more fighting and risks of kidnapping. So while we all think it's great
that Harry joined the military, it really only looks like he went to boot
. camp for a few weeks.

Locally
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Online concert presales
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There is only one thing better
than getting to see some of your favorite artists in concert: getting the
chance to see them as close as possible. Now, with the option of pres ale
opportunities,
people can get an
early start on acquiring tickets, giving them the closest seat possible at
certain venues.
One way to get up close to the action here in Boise is by signing up on
an e-mail list, such as the one for the
. Idaho Center. This gives you instant
access to better seats. I joined and
already received passwords to use
in order to buy tickets before they
even go on sale, and we're talking for
shows with artists like John Mayer
and Martina McBride. So if you want
to get up close and personal with
your favorite big-time artists, get online and sign up now.

NOT
Dead week?
It's the end of'the semester ami the
one week to look forward to where
we don't have any tests or homework
is Dead Week.
However, it seems for most students that Dead Week is more alive
than ever. It starts out as something
a teacher says will help you: offering the final a week early to give you
more time for your other classes, but
what happens when all your teachers have the same idea?
. I went from having nothing to do
during Dead Week to having two
portfolios, a final project and two
papers alldue. Give me a break Boise

Statel" .'.
...',
. I' demand. our teachersopenaiboolf

".
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Take a brainy, aging engineer
whose wife is having an affair, his
blatant confession to her attempted
murder and the ingenious plan he
formulates to get the trial thrown out
of court and you have "Fracture:'
Take .a successful police detective
and ruin his life and reputation so
absolutely that he emotionally unravels and you have "Fracture."
Take' a young, successful, win-atall-costs lawyer in the district attoiney's office who is on his way up
to a high-profile, high-paying position with an elite law firm and give
him one last "simple" case to prosecute that will forever change his
life and you have "Fracture." Written
by Daniel Pyne and Glenn Gers,
"Fracture" is directed by Gregory
Hoblit("PrimaIFear,"
1996) and stars
Sir Anthony Hopkins as the schernlng antagonist, Ted Crawford.
Hopkins is a master at playing
villains that you love to hate, such
as Hannibal
Lecter in the 1991
film, "Silence of the Lambs:' Ryan
Gosling plays the frustrated prosecutor, Willy Beachum. Very unlike
Gosling's role of Henry Letham in
"Stay," this performance is well done
and Gosling holds his own against
Hopkins' brilliance.
"Fracture" is a chess game between Crawford, whose intelligence
likely qualifies him for Mensa status, and playboy Beachum
who
wins more through charm and cunning than through effort. The battle
of wits isn't an even match because
Crawford has planned all the moves,
down to the final checkmate, far in
advance. As an aircraft engineer,
Crawford's job is to find the tiniest
of flaws in airplane structure and he
uses this ability to defend himself for
shooting his wife. Crawford believes

NOT

'~

AHLBORN

everything has a fracture point and
tells Beachum, "If you look closely
enough, you can find ecerything
has a weak spot where it can break,
sooner or later." "Did you look for
mine?" Beachum asked.
"(ve
already
found
yours,"
Crawford said.
The movie is smart and assumes
that the moviegoer is smart as well.
It doesn't give away the twists; the
moviegoer has to think and pay attention.
The official
"Fracture"
Website (www.fracturemovie.com)
reiterates
the movie's intelligent
slant through this slogan: "The difference between
innocence
and
guilt is a matter of minute details.
Look close enough and every case
has a weak spot,"
There are strong supporting performances
in "Fracture"
as well.
Rosamund Pike plays a power-hungry, success-driven
lead attorney
for the law firm Gosling's character
hopes to work for and Billy Burke
plays the haunted police detective
Rob Nunally.
,At first glance the love relationship with Pike's character
and
Gosling's seems a feeble attempt
to add romance to the film. As a
female attorney, Pike's character
should
have been continuously
strong, not succumbing to Gosling's
charm. However, her yielding to his
allure is yet another example of the
movie's motto that "every case has
a weak spot."
"Fracture"
sparkles
with
energetic courtroom
drama,
while
making
us question
our core
values and motives. This modernday story is a powerful exploration
into the inner conflict between the
drive to succeed and the need for
significance.
Unexpected
twists
and turns are likely to strap you to
your seat. Just sit back, ponder life's
meaning and hold on for a wild ride.

Nine Inc.h Nails' 'Year Zero.' lands on music scene
BY JUSTIN

NEWELL

Special to The Arbiter

"1984:' It tells of a corrupt govern-

what sounds like a xylophone, over
which Reznor whispers his lyrics.
The piano-driven
"Another Version

rnent, robbing its citizens of nearly
all freedoms

and rights.

of the Truth" also brlefly calms the
mood just before concluding with
"In This 'l\vilight" and "Zero Sum." .;
"Year Zero" seems to be Trent
Reznor's best and most consistent
work in years, filled with everything that has encapsulated
Nine
Inch Nails over the years: anger,
darkness, despair and animosity,
played over electronic beats, beeps,
squeals and ide-tuned,
distorted
guitars.
Reznor also takes on new concern with the issues of the world
around him; Politics, the deprecialion of the environment and global
warming stand at the forefront of
concern.
Overall, Nine' Inch Nails has
made an Interesting
record with
. "Year Zero" that is somewhat of a
relief ~nd breath of fre~h air to,tha

Nine Inch Nails, a band whose
"Year Zero" begins with a drumsuccess dates back to the early
driven instrumentaltrack
and kicks
1990s, hasn't shown much life in
right into "The Beginning of the
the past few years until shocking
End," a suitable start to the record,
fans by releasing "With Teeth" six
since the song captures the record's
years after 1999's "The Fragile."
overall mood. Reznor has a smooth,
Now, justtwo years afterthe 2005
calm voice and sing-speaks in an
release "With Teeth," Nine ·Inch
almost monotone fashion.
Nails' Trent Reznor is back with 16
"We face our consequence/This
more dark, angry and complicated
is the beginning
of the end" he
tracks filled with droning guitars,
says, against a background
of diselectronic
and traditional
drums
torted guitars, synthesizers and the
and the hissing, whirling and beeppounding of drums.
ing of analog synthesizers.
"Survivalism," which is the curFor Reznor, "Year Zero" isn't
rent single for.Year Zero," follows.
much of a musical departure from
It is a tale of a greedy imperialls-·
his prior work. He uses familiar artic government
ruling a nation of
rangements and production tricks,
wasteful, violence-ridden
consumbut the content. of his songs' has
ers. The story remains the same for
changed.
.
the remainder
of the record with
. In a promotional video for "Year . a few very interesting' highlights
Zero,"Reznor
says, "I wanted .to
along. the way, including "Capital .

break away from the Idea of-openG," which seems Jikelt couldhe the
.' ". . . . c' .'
. •..............
' '. . ..'
'.. ..'
music scene atthe moment.wbile
Ingup rriyjout~al and transferring
record'snext single.. '. ..•.... ...••.....
...•..... 'pmhedthe
buttlln3illlit
d11lPped<':The'.aggreSs1ve'IDUslcaldlrec.
.its aggresslol1~ddark'
m09d111ay
that into song lyrics."
.'
."CapitaIO" takes a,im at the presthe bomb." The songhasanmcred~':tion
"Yllat Zertfismomentarlly
tum' some. Ustener~ off, its beats,
The result of Rliznor's breaking
Ident of theIJ:nitedStates,George
--jbly catchy hook and extellent cho~,disl'tipt~d'
by tbehallp.ting'ThtlsoUiid
effe~ts'mid
a,wllYismessenceaconceptalb1,lll1
Bush, Withlilles like ~lpu.shedth.e·',l')1sand
isthemostrildio-frieridlY'Greatet;:c;oo~,"
..•.Which' :1n:c0J.ll0~·.keep~tlleriLt1terestedaDd.
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'Vacancy"

not devoid of suspense
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BY MATTHEW
Culture

BOYLE

Writer

"Vacancy" has everything from
gruesome gore to hardcore action to
edge-of-seat suspense. What more
could the average viewer ask for?
Luke Wilson and Kate Beckinsale
star
in the
recently-released
nail-biting thriller. The two playa
married couple, Amy (Becklnsule)
and David Fox (Wilson), on the
brink of divorce, squabbling on
their way home from Amy's parents'
residence
late
at
night.
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The
disastrous
duo's
BMW
malfunctions after David swerves
away from a raccoon crossing the
road, forcing them to pull into an
antiquated,
middle-of-nowhere
gas station.
The gas station
attendant gets the car running
again for Amy and David, assuring them that they should make the
distance to the nearest town with
their beat-up car.
Much to David and Amy's
chagrin, about a mile and a half up
the road, their car breaks down for
good.

They decide to trek back to
the gas station, but the helpful
attendant had gone home for the
night. Conveniently, however, a
rickety motel resides right next
door to the gas station. Upon their
entrance to the lobby of the
motel,
the
couple
becomes
immediately
suspicious of the
establishment.
They
get
a
room anyway and their distress continues
as loud and
unexplainable
noises
prohibit
them from sleep and relaxation.
To top off the suspense, David
discovers videotapes of murders
occurring in a room much like
theirs and it takes a few minutes for
them to conclude it is their room.
They then realize their future rests
on escape from, the motel and
being able to work together (somewhat difficult for a nearly divorced,
volatile couple).
But "Vacancy's" two leading actors
'fail to live up to its suspenseful plot.
Wilson's typical role has been the
exact opposite of the ideal spouse
(more like idle spouse). His thick and
slow Texan accent makes one question why he was chosen for such a
fast-driving suspense role.
The casting of Beckinsale for the
supporting role as the other spouse
also leads one to question whether or not she is perfect for the spot.
All she had to do for her role in the
thriller is scream at parts that
disgust the average girl and act
hysterically
at
different scary parts.
"Vacancy" probably isn't worth
the viewer's time during a rigorous, Iy scheduled, busy week but offers a
scare to those who have the time to
see a movie that won't be at the top
of box offices.
. Mark
L.
Smith,
a
rookie screenwriter, wrote the script
for the movie. This new, apparently dumber style of suspense may
become the frontrunner in the box
offices in the future.

Television shows 'face cancellation
BY CHARLIE

MCCOLLUM

San Jose Mercury

News

is that Bledel is disinclined to
return and Graham wouldn't mind
coming back but won't do another
year without Blede!' Stay tuned,
because it could go right down
to the wire, as these negotiations
often do.

All across Hollywood these days,
producers, writers and actors on
'more than 20 network shows are
sweating bullets as executives
decide whether to bring their series
back next season. These shows are
"Veronica Mars"
considered to be "on the bubble"
Vital signs: This very good drama
dodged the bullet two years running
might be back, might not.
and had hoped to pump up its slight
All ABC comedies
Vital signs: ABC has failed
audience the third time around.
miserably
in recent years to Didn't happen.
Prognosis: Send flowers and say a
develop
commercially
successful fresh comedies, and it looks as fOlldfarewell.
"The War at Home," '" Til Death"
if all the sitcoms currently on the
Vital signs: "War" is a dreadschedule easily could get the boot.
"According to jim" wore out its ful sitcom that never should have
made, it onto the schedule to
welcome a long time ago, and
begin with. Now, after two years
"George Lopez" ,has lost what
traction it had with viewers. Even and 'with ratings in the toilet,
Fox finally appears ready to flush
"Knights of Prosperity" arguably the
it down. "Death" was the network's
best comedy the network had this
big hope for a comedy breakyear might not get a second shot beout which didn't happen for most
cause oflow ratings.
Prognosis: It appears the two vetof the season.
Prognosis: "The War" is over.
eran series "Jim" and "George" really
But "Death" may have gotten a jolt
will be canceled this year. "Knights"
which hasn't been on in weeks has a . of life when it racked up Top 10
viewership
numbers
behind
chance of coming back next season,
"American Idol" in the spring. A
but it's a very slim one.
blank screen could attract decent
numbers behind "Idol," but those
"Gilmore Girls"
for "Death" were good enough that it
Vitai signs: Creatively, this series
niay be around come the fall.
is a long way from the days when it
was one of the top dramas on televi"Friday Night Lights"
sion. Still, the CW is dying to bring
Vital .signs: Some nights, this
it back because it remains one of the
fine
drama has finished behind the
network's most-watched shows.
CW's "America's Next Top Model"
Prognosis: It all comes down
and whatever is on Univision, the
to whether stars Lauren Graham
Spanish-language
network. That
and Alexis Bledel decide to sign
normally would earn it a ticket to
up for .an eighth season. Word

the TV graveyard. But "Lights" has
strong supporters within the NBC
hierarchy, stands to win a fistful of _
post-season awards and has a very
devoted core audience.
Prognosis: Better than it was a few
weeks ago. The network has ordered
six new scripts the first few episodes
of a second season which is a hopeful sign, if not the final word.
"Scrubs"
Vital signs: The feeling in TV
world was that NBC would renew either "Scrubs" or the new "30 Rock"
but not both. "30 Rock" recently was
picked up for a second season, a sign
that the long and winding road of
"Scrubs" finally may have come to
an end.
Prognosis: At NBC, this sitcom
appears to be on its deathbed.
But it is produced by Touchstone,
the sister studio of ABC, and
may end up on that network for
one last season.
.

"Crosslngjordan," "Medium"
Vital signs: Although they've
been steady performers in the
past, neither series exactly lit
up the Nielsen ratings after
being brought in off the bench
at
midseason.
"Crossing"
simply may have run its course:
"Medium" suffered from being in
a brutal time slot .opposite "Lost"
and "CSI:N.Y."
Prognosis: The betting around
NBC is that "Crossing" won't
be back but that "Medium" has
earned another season by at least
holding its own against such
tough competition.

here it
.
'JPaysto Care
When you give plasma you're
,literally giving someone another
chance at life.
Thousands will benefit from
your blood-plasma donations.
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Got
Stuff? Need Storage?
'

Call:

Merchants Mobile Storage.
We Deliver Storage Containers to Your Door
You Pack and Load Your Belongings
You Lock it and Keep the Key
We Pick Up Containers and Store in Our New High
Security, Fire Protected Warehouse

Student Special!
Package price only $230.00
Includes delivery of container,
3 months storage and redelivery.

MEnC~ANT~
MOBILE STORAGE

(208) 376-8990

.

www.merchantsmobile.com
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Independent
Study IN IDAHO
Self-paced study.-!lnytime. Anywhere!
• Enroll anytime.
• Complete
one year or less.

in

• Participating.schools accredited by the Northwest
Commission on Colleges and Universities
• Over 100 online and! or.print-based
courses in more than 25 subject areas
Accounting
Anthropology
Business
Business La'V
_Child. & Family Studies
Economics
Education
English
E~vironmental Science
Family & Consumer Science
Finance
Health Care Administration .
History
Journalism & Mass ~ed.ia

Library Science
Mathematics
Microbiology, Molecular
Biology & Biochemistry
Museology
Mu'sic History
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Real Estate
Social Science
Sociology
Spanish

Register online: wwyv. uidaho.edu/isi
T()1l-fr~e:'(877)464-3246
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The Boise State
men's tennis team
captured its third
consecutive
WAC title
defeating
Fresno State
4-0. Sunday .:

Men's Golf

.:..

..
,(

".,

Monday-Wednesday
WACChampionships
TBA
Reno, Nev.

[SIDE
LINES]
jacob invited to NCAA
Leadership Conference

. ,.

d'

".

Sophomore Taylor Jacob, a member of the Boise State University
'gymtlastics team, has been invited
as one of 356 NCAAstudent athletes
from throughout the country to participate in the lith annual NCAA
Leadership Conference, May 27-31,
at Disney's Coronado Springs Resort
in Lake Buena Vista, Fla.
The NCAA National Leadership
Conference provides NCAA student-athletes with a forum to openly
discuss issues that may affect them
on their campuses and in their
communities, while also providing them withthe opportunity to
enhance
their
leadership,
communication, decision-making
and problem-solving skills,
Selection criteria for the confer'ence include the student-athlete's
demonstrated ability and strong
desire to be a leader and the student athlete's potential to benefit
significantly from a leadership development experience. In order to
be eligible for the conference, the
student athletes must be in good
academic standing and have
athletics eligibility remaining in the
following academic year.
Boise State also nominated Jaime
Jones (soccer), Kurt Cunningham
(men's basketball) and Derrell Acrey
(football).

BSU alumni honors Street
Senior women's golfer Katie
Street was honored as one of Boise
State University's best and brightest, Tuesday, as she was named a
Top Ten Scholar by the Boise State
Alumni Association.
Street, a native of Federal Way,
Wasil., was chosen from among
the top 10 percent of Boise State's
graduating class for 2006-07. The
selections arc based on academic
performance,
recommendation
from college deans and extracurricular and research activities.
The business economics major was named to the All-Western
Athletic Conference team as a junior
in 2006.She has served on the NCAA
Division I Student-Athlete Advisory
Committee (SAAC)and chaired the
conference's SAAC. As a Top Ten
Scholar, Street had the opportunity to honor a Boise State professor who was particularly influential
to her success. The honored faculty
nominated by Street was Dr. Chris
Loucks, professor of economics.
.Street will begin an internship at the National NCAA office,
after which she plans to attend
law school.

BY TATE CASTLETON
Sports Writer
A lot was expected of the Boise
State men's tennis team this season. Sunday the Broncos delivered
on some of the hype and earned a
third consecutive Western Athletic
Conference
championship,
a
perfect 20-0 home record and
an automatic berth in the NCAA
tennis tournament next month.
Not bad for a team that does not
have a single senior on its roster.
On Saturday the Broncos swept
Nevada 4-0 and then battled on
Sunday to sweep WACrival Fresno
State, 4-0 to claim their fourth conference title in the last five seasons.
"Boise needs to understand one
thing," Head Coach Greg Patton
said after the championship dual.
"We've got a great team here. We
might be bringing that trophy to

you,- and that trophy is a national championship. I know the city
deserves it."
Another championship trophy
wasn't the only hardware Boise
State collected on Sunday. Patton
was named WACCoach of the Year
for the third consecutive season
after helping the Broncos finish
29-5 this season, including an
impressive 15-5 record against'
nationally ranked teams.
"I'm happy, this is what I live for,"
Patton said: "I love this thrill and
nothing matches it."
Boise State junior Luke Shields
was named WACPlayer of the Year
and was awarded WAC first team
honors in both singles and doubles.
"If you come watch us play you
have a chance to watch some of
the best talent in the country,'"
Patton said. "He's [Luke Shields]
a rock and he lifts us all· up and

universe is right here," Patton said.
makes us better."
"1want to shake up Boise and I want
Shields' younger brother Clancy
to shake up this country and show
was also awarded WAC first team
them who we are because we're
honors in both singles and doubles.
doing amazing things here."
Luke Shields finished
the
Meanwhile, because the Broncos
season ranked in the top 20 naheld the top seed in the tournament
tionally with a 26-3 singles record.
The standout junior was also they enjoyed a bye in the first round
named Player of the Week on two and met Nevada in the semi-final.
Boise State captured the four points
separate occasions this season
required for victory in doubles and
(Jan. 29, Mar. 12). He also earned
at No.2, No.5 and No.6 singles en
the annual USTA sportsmanship
award at the ITA National Team route to the championship match.
Brothers Luke and Clancy Shields
Indoor Championship in Chicago.
played together for the first time
"Luke is the best around,"
Patton said. "He's a class act and a since October and cruised past
Nevada's No. 1 doubles team of
warrior on and off the court and
Laurent Garcin and. Guillaume
he deserves it."
Tonelli 8-4. With a sweep of
Not only did the Broncos finish
Nevada the Broncos remained pera perfect 20-0 at home this season,
fect against WAC opponents this
but they have been red-hot since
season heading into the championmid-March winning 13 consecutive matches and are 22-2 since late ship match. When the Broncos met
February. "The center of the tennis , Fresno State just two weeks ago they

slid past the Bulldogs 4-3 at home.
"All week long I've been having dreams about a barking dog
coming after me," Patton said. "We
knew Fresno would be tough and
they were, but this time we were
happy to win 4-0."
Now the Broncos will try and
accomplish
what
they been
zeroing in on all season - a national
championship.
Should the Broncos not be
chosen to host a match in the
NCAAtournament, they will likely
face either Illinois or USC in the
opening round.
"This is what it's all about and
we can't wait," Patton said. "We'll
celebrate today and then turn our
focus toward the tourney."
The NCAAmen's tennis selection
show will be held Tuesday, May 1
at noon on ESPNEWS.The tournamentwill be held May 13-14.

Women's tennis falters in championship dual
BY ADAM

ADER

Sports Writer
Last weekend the women's
tennis. team fought valiently in
the Women's Western Athletic
Conference tournament en route to
a Championship dual appearance.
The women swept Nevada 4-0
on Thursday and then again swept
Hawaii on Friday. But the magic of
Head Coach Mark Tichenor and
company finally ran out when they
faced the 16th ranked Fresno State
Bulldogs. The Broncos got off to a
rough start on Saturday when they
went down 0-2 in doubles.
After that it took them a while in
singles competition to warm up as
well. Bianca Iochlmsen didn't win
any games in the first set against the

Intercollegiate Tennis Association's
3rd ranked Melanie Gloria. Then
she was only able to win three in
the second set. Polina Kokoulina
lost 2-6 in the first set in her match.
In the second set she rallied with
three straight games - tying the
'set 5-5 before the match was called
due to time constrainsts. Klaudia
Wlodarczyk lost her first set 3-6
then won her second set 6-3 before
the match was called due to time
constraints. Stacey Housley lost
her first set 7-6 then won the first
game of the second set before the
tournament was called.
"They battled and unfortunately we just got behind today, bad,"
Tichenor said. "But then we started
to come back a little bit. We started
to and we were in the third set, then

four, we're five all. We were only
down a set 7-6 there. Yougotta hand
it to them. They got us down early.
They kept the crowd out of it. They
kind of hammered us in that way."
Making the finals of the WAC
Championship for Tichenor was
enough for him to sell a bright future for his team. He knows that
they will walk away from this as
a learning experience and he is
proud of how hard ,they fought
and that they gave their all. He is
ready to move ahead and see what
happens in the NCAAproceedings.
"We'll bounce back," Tichenor
said. "Are team has been resilient,
we've learned after every loss.
Hopefully we can make the NCAA
tournament. We've always learned
and we've always played better

girls they hung in there. They
the next match."
battled it out all year. They
The season isn't guaranteed
sacrificed stuff. There's always
to be over after failing to win the
conference title, however. The WAC next year. We'll battle back. We're a
resilient team. We've come a long
champion receives an automatic
way in the last three years."
.
berth to the NCAA tournament,
Despite fighting against all the
but it is also possible 'to receive
an at-large bid to post season play injuries, it has been more than just
a good season for the Broncos. This
as well.
"Obviously. we have- a goal of tournament really showed where
they're at and it showed the level
winning the WAClike every team
in every sport and our latest goal is .they want and can get to.
"We played one of the best
to try get an NCAA at-large birth,"
Tichenor said. "We're right there at teams, probably, in the WACin any
sport," Tichenor said about Fresno.
(No.) 44. We're in the hunt for that
"They're like 15 or 16. They beat
too. We played all season down
USC. You know it's a monumental
a player. Even today, she played
doubles but she .didn't play sin- challenge to draw that hope and
gles. Those are the breaks every- find a little magic and try to pull
it: off and everything,
but
body has to play through those and
everything. I'm just proud of our unfortunately it didn't happen."

Alexander rules the day
BY J A KEG ARC I N

one interception and 13 pass
.
,~
.
didn't. It didn't really play out how
break-ups. In his senior year he
L. - - -~
,-, .~-_.-.:
,
I would have liked but I cou.Idn't be
helped lead the Broncos to the
"
happier. Buffalo is a great place and
During last weekend's NFL draft
Fiesta Bowl. He made 38 tackles in
~"'"
_.~
it will be a good place for me."
Three members of the 801" State ,II eyes were on former Boise Stat
'06 with two interceptions and 0"'
•
At"",
.
_ ~
He app.eared in 14 'games as a
football team have been named to players Jared Zabransky, Drisan
forced fumble.
"t
~~
•
true freshman and finished his first
the NationalChamps.net preseason
James, Legedu Naanee, Ierard
"It's still an overwhelming state,"
.
.
season with 17 catches for 272
All-America
Team.
Offensive Rabb and Korey Hall. Then along Alexander said. "The fact that
yards. In 2004 he started seven
tackle Ryan Clady; running back came Gerald Alexander. With the
I'm able to achieve this dream in
,~
.... ,,.,'t;
games but missed five games
Ian Johnson and safety Marty No. 61 overall pick, 29th in the
playing professional footbaIl. It's
'::,C.,.-,o.':
due to a knee injury. In hissenior
Tadman all were named to the second round, the Detroit Lions unbelievable. Obviously I'm going
campaign Schouman was named
team. Clady is a second-team
made Alexander the first former
to Detroit, but it's just crazy - the
First Team All-WACafter starting
selection, Johnson a third-team
Bronco to be selected into 20G7NFL factthat lgot drafted."
10games and catching 29 passes for
pick and Tadman an honorable
draft. Alexander is just the fourth
Wide receiver Legedu Naanee
276yards with four touchdowns.
mention choice.
player in BSUhistory to be selected
followed in Alexander's footsteps
This year marks the highest numClady (Rialto, Calif.lEisenhower
in the second round.
as the second former Boise State
PHOTO BY STANLEY BREWSTER/THE ARBITER
ber of former BSUplayers selected
HS) was. instrumental, in the
"1 wasn't reaIly expected to go player picked in the draft, The ,San The Detroit Lions' selected Gerald Alexander in the secin a single draft. The previous recBroncos
finishing
the
2006 this early," Alexander said in a Diego Chargers made Naanee the
ond round, No. 61 overall, in last weekend's NFL Draft.
cord was three,which was set in
season second in the country
phone interview Saturday eve- 35th pick in the fifth round (172
1974,'75 and '76. The all-time total
in scoring, sixth in rushing and ning. "I was hoping for the first overall) Sunday. Naanee finished
Bay Packers used their 17th pick lineman Daryn CoIledge whoIs
number of Bronco draft picks is Ss,
tenth 'in total offense.
day and get it out of the way. his career at Boise State by being
in the sixth round to draft the
currently entering his second sea"I haven't talked to ,ilnyof them,"
Johnson (San Dimas, Calif.! This is a dream come true.
named to the All-Western Athletic
former BSU linebacker. Hall was son with the Packers.
Schouman said about the' other
Damien HS) enters his junior Words can't even explain how I Conference First Team.
one of the many BSU players
With the 12th pick in the seventh
BSUplayers who were drafted. "But
season third in the nation among feel right now."
In his senior season he played
uncertain whether he would be. round of the draft the Buffalo Bills I kind of figured those guys would
active players in career rushing
Alexander started at safety. for in 'all 13 games and recorded 35. drafted this weekend, despite fin~' selectedtightendDerekSchouman.
be picked up because they play hard
touchdowns with 26 and fourth in BSUin 2006 after moving from the
receptions for 541 yards and six ishinghis career at BSU fourth in Schouman was the 222nd over- and they play good. I think they
career totaltouchdowns with 26.
cornerback position during spring touchdowns. Naanee arrived atBSU career tackles. Hall-also finished
all pick in the draft and the fourth
deserve it and. it's' good for them
Tadman (Mission Viejo, Calif,f practice earlier that year.
'.
as a quarterback and was moved to his career as the second an-time
fOrmer BSU player to be selected· and our program."
..'
Mission Viejo HS)heads
into
In 2004 he found a spot in receiver afterspendingtwoseasons.
tackler in WAChistory. He finished
this Year.
.,"
....
. Notable players who werenot
his' senior season as the active the starting-line up as a corner,
as backUp in the QBcorps.As a the 2006 regular season with 105 ' " .J, couldn't be happierrlght now,·
selected "., include .' quarterback
national ieader in career inter-starting
all12 games of the season.
teceiwr. Naanee.flourished<
.'.~ tackles, 6.5 tackles fora loss and 3.5 Schouman said after 'the Bills Jared Zabransky and wide receiv-_
ception~ withJ2 and,lnterceptilm
In his . sophomore ~~mpaign he • improving In IIlUItiple statistical
sacks. He finished his slmior season 'announced' his '.seiectIon, "There· .ers DrlsanJameund
Jerar~ l{abb.
rettirris (or touchdowns With three,
collected 53.tackles. 2.5 for alo~.
categoneseachyear.,',··:_',..
..••...
.firstin
career lnterceptlonsfol' ilIl. lsdefinltely Some stresS relieved. I.·. All.· t~rl.!eplayers are < expected ,
while rllIiking S~COllljincar~er
>\VithfiVeinterceptions.Iri2005he_~~H~~e.cani~·tlice.:~~¥L
. Unebackersthrougbo'Utthenatlon>:' .Iili~lllCwcaIWandsometl!ains said to' pursUe
agent contracts
: interceptiofirenun~rdsV!ith'269~;"
S<r.ta~e8W'it1f~ .p1ayfjl'~Stil1daY:;ll9JP~.g~l1Jl,
lIe,~Ujo~.~~~etB~U.,Offe~ve·pt~We~gOipgI9:ge~rilea~dthef
thlson:-~t:ason.' '

Preseason All-America
Team includes three Broncos

Sports Editor
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and fie d hosts
final home meet
BY MICHELLE

MILLIKEN

Sports Writer

The Boise State track and field
teams had their final home meet of
the season Friday. The Boise State
Twilight Meet gave the Broncos a
chance to honor their seniors in a
ceremony toward the end ofthe evening.
Several of the Bronco seniors had
a great day. Eleni Ypsilanti took
second in the women's hammer
throw with a toss of 187 feet and
seven inches (57.19 meters). Fellow
Bronco Annika Hjelm won the event
with a- throw of 193 feet and nine
inches (59.06 meters).
Senior Amber Tavares-Campos
won the discus throw with a toss
of 144 feet and five inches (44.02
meters) and the shot put with a throw
of 43 feet and eleven and three-quar-

ter inches (13.4 meters). Senior Erik
Whitsitt also won the men's shot put
with a distance of 61 feet and nine
inches (18.82 meters).
"We're really sorry to see them
[the seniors] go," BSU Head Coach
Mike Maynard said after the meet.
"They're all very important
to
our team. -They all contribute a
lot and help take the team to the
next level. It will be hard to say
goodbye to them."
In addition to these seniors. there
were many other top finishes for the
Broncos. Megan Olivetti won the
women's 100-meter dash with a time
of 12.18 seconds and the 200 with
a time of 24.52 seconds. Nerisha
Philip also won the women's 400
with a time of 55.55 seconds.
In the field. Elena Kafourou
won the triple and long jumps yet
again with distances of 42 feet

and eight inches (13 meters) and
20 feet and two and a half inches
(6.16 meters). respectively.
The highlight of the day for
Maynard on the women's side was
the women's 400-meter relay team.
The team improved on its season
best to get a regional qualifying
mark and to come within two tenths
of a second of the school record set
in 1988.
The time was 3:41.22.
"Thehighlightformewaswatching
the women's 400 runners in both the
open400 and then later on hitting the
regional mark in the four-by-four."
Maynard said. "I want to make sure
the women get love for that. It was an
awesome performance." .
On the men's side Cody Eaton
won the 800 with a time of 1:53.28.
Zacharias Amos had another good
performance in the triple jump,

winning with a leap of 50 feet and
eight and three-quarter
inches
(15.46 meters). Scott Viafore also
won the javelin with a throw of 231
feet (70.40 meters).
The Broncos have two more
weeks until the Western Athletic
Conference Championships
and
Maynard has a bright outlook going
in.
He said he is happy with many of
the people on the team - especially a
particular new comer.
"We picked up a great addition
in Anthony Thomas from the basketball team." Coach Maynard
said. "Coach Graham let us borrow
him today and he jumped 23 feet
for us. We have people like Simon
Wartlhaugh
and Erik Whitsitt
who strengthen our team and the
women's four-by-four team with
their performance today."

I HAVE OVERCOME
PROCRASTINATION
I will work with you to teach you, on-site,
how to overcome this habit!
Stress, anxiety, guilt and cramming will
become things of the past within 2-3,
25-mlnute sessions; I work on-slte with
you.
No charge for the Initial Interview. Onger
Ing help. Call- Jake, at 85Q.1845

Meet results
-Women
100 MeIer Dash - I, Megan Olivetti, Boise
Slate, 12:10.2, Nesha Simeon, Unattached,
12.74.3, Nicki Schutte, NorthwestNazalene.
12.93.4, Danielle Murphy, EastemOlegon.
13.06: 5. Ashley Lujan, Boise Stale, 13.18.
200 Meter Dash - I, Megan Olivetti, Boise
State, 24.52.2, Brook Brachmeler, Northwest
Nazarene,
25.73. 3, Nesha
Simeon"
Unattached. 25.06. 4, Danielle Itels, Eastern
Oregon, 26.05. 5, Kim Ilcrbelick, Northwest
Nazarene, 26.51.
.400 MeIer Dash - I, Nerisha Philip, Boise
Stale. 55.55. 2, Paige Olivetti, Boise Stale, '
55.02. 3. Kayleen McDowell, Boise State.
55.91. 4, Katie Patterson, Treasure Valley
CC, 1:03.29. 5. Jennifer lynall, Unattached,
1:05.77.
800 Meter Run - I, Ashley Puga. Northwest
Nazarene, 2:17.44. 2, Stephanle Sparks.
Albertson,
2:20.87. 3, Jamie Sundvall.
Northwest
Nazarene,
2:23.59. 4, Julia
Cooper. Unattached,
2:24.89. 5. Jamie
Hubbs. Boise State. 2:24.99.
1500 Meterllun c 1,'Breanna Sande, Boise
, Slate. 4:31:50. 2, Ashley Puga, Northwest
Nazarene,
4:36.44. 3. Marcella Bosch,
Eastern Oregon, 4:48.35. 4. Katie Ball.
Albertson. 4:50.21. 5, Shannon Edwards.
Alberison.4:52.78.
3000 Meter 1lUn:- I, Shannon Edwards,
Albertson, 10:4225.2, Pam Ward, Tieasure
Valley CC, 10:54.60,3,
Lauren PlymJre.

Long lump - I, Elena Kafourou, Boise State,
Albertson, 11:19.50.4, Katie Clapp, Eastern
6.16m: 2. Alexa Loscutoff, Eastern Oregon,
Oregon, 11:28.40.5, Meadow Braden, Boise
4.62m.
State. 11:32.82.
Triple Jump - I. Elena Kafourou, Boise
100 Meter Hurdles - I, Ashley Wornell,
State. 13m. 2, Amanda Merrell, Northwest
Northwest Nazarene, 15A4. 2, Chelsee
Nazarene, 11m. 3, 'lhcodora Xylaki, Boise
Harmon. Eastern Oregon, 16.60: 3, Shere
State, 10.85m. 4. Emily McCutchan,
Fewkes, Treasure Valley CC, 16.96. 4, MJ
Albertson, 10.44m.
Usa bel, Northwest Nazarene, 17.05. 5,Erin
Shot Put • I, Amber Tavares, DiJise
Ontko, Eastern Oregon, 22.10.
State, 13,4m. 2. Amy .Carroll, Northwest
400 Meter lIurdle. - I, Jayne Saunders,
Nazarene. 12.78m. 3, Tiffanytllmer, Eostern
.Albertson,
1:05.71. 2, Shere Fowkes,
Oregon. 1l.67m. 4, Jocelyn judd, Northwest
Treasure Valiey CC, 1:11.66. 3, Courtney
Nazarene, 10.03m. 5. Trisha Harshberger,
Mitcheli,Albertson,
1:12.70.
Eastern Oregon, 9.92m.
4x100 MeIer Relay- I. Boise State A; 47-.14.
2, Northwest Nazarene A, 49.83. 3, Eastern . Dlscu. Throw - I. Amber Tavares, Boise
State, 44.02m. 2, Tiffany Ulmer. Eastern
Oregon A, 50,17. 4. Treasure Valley CC A.
Oregon, 39,4m. 3, Amy Carroll. Northwest
51.01.
•
Nazarene, .38.93m. 4, Trisha Harshberger,
4x400 MeIer Relay - I, Boise State A, 3:41.22.
Eastern
Oregon,
37.22m.
5. Marcie
2, E~stern Oregon A, 3:59,48. 3. Albertson A.
Breighner. Northwest Nazarene, 36.09m.
4:08.07.4, Treasure Valley CC A. 4:10.93. 5,
lIammer Throw - I, Annlka Hjelm,Boise
Eastern Oregon 0, 4:21.98 .:
Stale, 59.06m: 2, Eienl Ypsilanti, Boise State,
111gb Jump - I, Ashley Worneli, Northwest
57.19m. 3. Carl GunstreamvBoise
State,
Nazarene.
L68m.: 2, Emily Peterson,
48.02.4. Amy Carroll, Northwest Nazarene •
.Northwest Nazarene;1.65m. 3, Mary Printz,
46.99m. 5, Hannah Bowman, Northwest
Northwest .Nazarene.
L55m .. 4, Kelsey
Nazarene, 46.15m,
Hettman, Northwest Nazarene.I,45m.
Javelin Throw- I, Grace DeBoo1. Eastern
Pole Vault .-1, Cayia Weissert. Eastern
Oregon, 38.6m .. 2. Tiffany Illrner, Eastern
Oregon. 3.35m. 2,. Tenley Paul-Bowdin,'
Oregon, 37.7m. 3, Sarah Elwell, Northwest
Easlern Oregon, 3.2m. 3, MJ Usabel,
Nazarene. 31m. 4. Chelsey lones, NorthwestNorthwest
Nazarene,
3.115m. 3. Ienna
Nazarene,
29.61ni. S; Alexa LosCulofl',
Marshall. Boise State, 3.05m. 3. LuzGordillo.
Eastern Oregon, 25.8Im.
Tieasure ValleyCC, 3.0501.

Men· -------'----------~--..,------,-,.--,.--------:-100 Meter Dash ._ I•. Antoine Echols,
Nazarene. 9:13.00.
Triple Jump -1; Zacharias Afnos, Bolse
Unattached,
10.n. 2. Marlon Douglas,
1I01lnidle.
- I. Lucas Ohmes. Eastern
State.15,46~2.ChrisMahoney,Unattached,
Boise'
State,' 10.76. 3. Corey Nelson.
Oregon,15.88 .. 2,Dustin Cloud, Treasure
13.75. 3. Travis Cleveland, -Unattached.
Unattached, 10.81. 4, Johnnie Poole. Boise;
Valley, 16.19. 3. Dalios Beaty. Un,attached 13.50.4, Tyson Berg. Boise State. 13:35. 5,
,State. 11;02. 5; Sean Chaney-Waller, .BoiseNorthwest
Nazarene; 16.30: 4. Grant Silver, ' Anthony Thomas. BoiseSiatc.12.69.
.
.State; 1J.03,.5 •. N!c!t. Cunningham,Boise
Northwest NaZarene. 16.47:
.
Dbcu. - I. Jarredllomc.
Nike.64,37;
Stat~.1J.03.
'.'.
.'
,400
Hurdle. -1.J\damMiller.
Eastern ". 2 •.. Erlc Mathias, Unattached.SI,88.;3
•....
.' .
.
E' b I' U' t't hed 2155
Oregon,'.' 5..4.74 •. 2.iosh' Gr.
North.~e ..sf
Stev.en Muse. Un.att.ac.h.e.d. ..4.6'0.3..•4•.M.It.c.h;
200.1.Antolne
. c Q s, na ac .. ' . .,
.
....
''',
.;'2."Co.r.~y Nelso.n;unailachCd
•. 21.n:3 •. Nazarene, 55.30.3.
Marc Bybee •. Boise 'Wheelhouse.
EasternOregon;.44.67.S;
,.
..
B'
S· . ~183 • N'ck
State, 56.20. 4, Brian Archleld. Boise .. .Gran
....tMiller.Northw. es.IN
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Apply at jobs@arbiteronline.com
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ONLINE
INTERNSHIP
this job would require the Indlvldual to regularly update
The Arbiter's website. You
.wouldalso be responsible for
the designing, updating and
maintainingthe website. apply
at jobs@arbiteronline.com
FREE POLE BUTTS Free
fUl1ytreated pole butts 8' suitable for landscaping and
fence building. Please call:
(208) 888-9326 or (208) 3432165 ask forTom.

BED·QUEEN
PILLOW
TOP mattress set. Brand
new. still in plastic. warranty.
Retail $599. Must sell $119.
Can deliver.921-6643.

BUSY
SCHEDULE?
We offer great
hours to work
around school
or another job.

QUEEN TEMPURPEOIC
style visco memoryfoam mattress set. Brandnewin plastic.
Retail $1599. Must sell $399.
888-1464

Evenings and
Weekends
20-40 hrs/wk

HOMES

Casual work
environment.
Paid training
and benefits.
LSAT
PREPARATION
COURSE September 5-22,
2007 Cost: $315 Space is
limited-RegisterToday! (866)
651- 5322 www.conferences.

uidaho.edulregistration
ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share large 3 bedroomhouse,
close to BSU. $300 plus utilities C-allJeff @ 4094054
NEAR BSU! Roommate
Needed To Share House.

NOW

{II""

Sales Associate
Ad Coordinator

1-866-432-4066

208-309-1240
ROOMMATE WANTED
in 4 BDRM2 B House close
to BSU.I G-Belt $400/Mo includes DSLand utilites.(208)

RENT ·IT
RentingJust Got
~

Copy Editor
ELECTRONICS

.Visit our website at:

Cr cau:

3. Stop by our office across thestreetfrom
the SUB, beneath the Women'sCenter,--'

Photographer

DISCOUNT
COMPUTERSTORE
IUM Computers ill
Boise
Idaho's largest independent
. PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-to-findparts and supplies,expert computerrepairs,
Internet service, 4524 Overland Road in Boise.(208)4722800. FREE \'\/irclc::;~ Router

Hundreds of rentals
in thesurrounding
areas!

2. E-mail ad requests to
classifieds@arbiteronline.com.
Include your name, phone number
and ad text.

Marketing Director

,111 "'v"r. hi
li;; •.m.-.:Ah,,,i'llim

Graphic Designer.
Someone

Apply at

4. Yell really loud.
from our office mayor
hear you.

may not

jobs@arbiteronline.com

Rates:

career:

n

center
V,~:J

~:

with any new ClearwireWireless Internet account. FREE
technical support, call 4722800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.
100 WORKERS NEEDED! .Assemble Crafts, Wood
Items. Year Round Work, To
$525/Wk.Free Infopacket, Z4
hrs.801-428-4685

Classified Line Ads (per character)*
1 Issue
$0.06
2-4 Issues
$0.05
5+ Issues
;
$0.04
'75 Character Minimum

11'1£.11

On- and offcampus jobs
and internships
for current and
graduating
students

For classified

display rates, contact

an

Arbiter ad rep at ads@arbiteronline.colll .
Please check your ad the first day it
runs, and notify the Arbiter of any
errors. We will only be responsible for
first insertion.
.

Checkuut

I1w Arbiter takes no responsibility if you
get scammed out of your beer money.
Remember, ifit sounds too good to be
true, it probably is.

.SELLIT
HOME-!

fURNITURE
The Boise Old Spaghetti
Factory is seeking upbeat,
energetic individuals to
join our team. If you ....

841-8034 .
LEATHER SOFA PLUS
LOVESEAT. Brand new in
crate with lifetime warranty.
List $2000. Sacrifice $699.t
888-1464.
BRAND NEW MICROFI·
BER COUCH & loveseat.
Stain Resistant.t Lifetime
warranty.t Stillin boxes.t Retail $1395. Must sell! $499.t
888-1464.
KING SIZE PILLOWrOP
MATTRESS set.brand new
in bag, list $750. Must sell,

.~' Are reliable, responsible,
and hard working
.b' Need a flexible

Now A'ccepting Applications

------

~.::.

..p'

.._-----

CHERRY SLEIGH BED
solid wood. New-In-box.Value $799, sacrifice $195. Call
888-1464.
FULL SIZE ORTHOPEDIC MATTRESS BrandneW
in package, warrantySacrifice
$99. Call921-6643.

Apply in Person
Monday-Friday
lOam-7pm
223 N. 6th Street, Suite #SO
Boise,ID
For more information on
The Old Spaghetti Factory,
please visit our website
www ..osf_com

1 GOT A BIG ORDER
FOR RUNNING SHOES,
50 I'M MAKING THE
ELBONIANS WORK
AROUND THE CLOCK.

~)

GAAA\\1
MY EYES!H
,1//

~~;
;~

Smile and carry yourself
with a positive attitude

FREE EMPLOYEE MEALS!

Positions available for:
.,'.'

J

Hosts

LECIURE SUPPLIMENTS
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Reporter's coup
6 Practice
punching
10 Gather in
14 Japanese car
maker
15 Top-drawer
1() Mayberry kid
17 Thespian
18 Bonkers
19 Stack TV role
20 Cheering shout
22 Yucatan uncle
23 Bombard
24 "Nova"network
26 Fo'ids
28 Operators. of a
sort
33 _ Aviv-Jaffa,
Israel
34 Renter's place
36 Scales of the
Zodiac
40 Ciean coal
4t Boyfriends
43 Hideaway
44 Struck with a
bent leg
46 Observance of
ceremonies
48 Unpromising
replies
50 Paper records
51.Adjusts gauges
beforehand
55 Cool!
56 Bread quantity
57 Comic Romano
59 Hurries
64 Shrek, for one
65 Time periods
67 Domestic task
68 Kindof log
69 Bando and
Mineo
70 Invigorating
medicine
71 Notices
72 Mets stadium
73 Tuckered out
DOWN
1 Persian ruler
2 Chanel of
fashion
3 Aware of
4 Smell
5 Fortress wall

© 2007
All rights

Tribune Media Services,
reserved.

Inc.

6 _ Clemente, CA Solutions
7- Looksullen
8 Bitof tomfoolery 1 N 3 d S \I 3 H S S 3 3 S
3 1 n A
S 1 \I S
01 NOl
9 La Costa or
Tahoe
S \I l:l 3
3 l:l 80
3 l:l o H o
10 "Welcome Back S 3 H S n l:l
:l \I o 1
~
~
Kolter"co-star
a \I
S 1 3 S 3 l:l d
11 Fencing tools
S )l 00 8 8 o 1 .S ON_
12 Wedding path
a 3 3 N )l
V'l S I 1 \I n 1 I l:l_
13 Bothersome
n \I 3 8 .3 )l 0 0
l:l I \I 1 .S
ones
21 SALTsubject
8 I 1. 1 N 3 V'l 1 l:l \I d \I
"
l:l
25 Scornful look
_1
3 l~N
0 3 8 l:l n S
27 Slippery fish
S 3 S \I 3 l:l:)
S 8 d
28 Baseball base
29 Stratford- .
, , "
.<':1",
0 0 "
S S 3 N
S 1 n N
l:l 0 1 0 \I
Avon 3 I d 0
3 N 0 \I
\I a NOH
30 Garden tool
d \I 3 l:l
l:l \I d S
d 00:)
S
31 Golf charges
32 Sluggish one
35 Private instructor
58 Harvard rival
49 Emphasis
37 "Joanie Loves
60 Boutique, e.g.
51 Stratagems
Chachi" star
61 Make a point
52 Scamp
38 Chance taken
62 Emerald Isle
53
"GuitarTown"
39 Weaponry
63 Offshoot group
singer
Steve
42 Sweetener
66987-65-4321
54 Songstress
45 UnknownJohn
grp.
McLachlan
47 Kidnaps

~.

II',

HOROSCOPES
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (04-30-07)
Your creative efforts pay off well for
you this year. You're gaining valuable
assets, and also a solid reputation. Keep
working at it.
To get the advantage, check the day's
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is _a6 _ You're very persuasive
now, and becoming even more so. Get
your facts down straight and down pat.
Take copious notes.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 _ You'll get your best
Information today from your silent
partners. Also check for the latest news
coming across the grapevine.

...p-' Bussers

.~'

Servers/Bar Staff

..6' Kitchen Staff
,,--

YOU MIGHT HEAR
SOME NOISE FROM
THE BASEMENT
TONIGHT.

schedule

...then this is the place for
you!

$199 Can Deliver 921_6643

7-PIECE CHERRY Bedroom set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call888-1464

MODELS

1.GotoWWW:~bite'

HIRING

H"I,~i",'(;lJl./

I

It's easy!

Prcquabfj- today at

/d'lil,1

SUMMER WORK

So .you wan na. pfal'e. a.
classified ad'?

658-4888

$400/Month, $200IDep. Inc.
WID Use, Satelite TV, Long
Distance & Hi-Speed Internet.

·1

NEW SPRING PROJ·
MODEL SEARCH Ifyou've . B RON COS NEE D- ~BS~U~A~D~V~E~N~TU~R~E~C~A~M~P
seen the new hit show IThe JOBS, COM
INSTRUCTOR
Seeking ECTS! Actors, Extras, Mod~gencyl on VH1, then come Paid Survey Takers Needed qualifiedend motivated camp els. Promotions and Conventions. Earn $75-$800daily.No
In and see WilhelmInaUrban In Boise. 100% FREE to Joinl staff. Camp dates 6/04-7/20
in person! We are casting CUck on S"orey.
Contact for more Info. (208) experience or SChoolneeded .
208433-9511
dozens of print. promotional. PART TIME ON CAMPUS
426-566
and commercial projects this
CHANDLERS
STEAK·
week and need women and JOB Are you organized and
HOUSE Seeking food runmen Ages 1.7 _ 25. especially detail oriented? We are lookINTERNSHIPS
ners, bussers and kitchen
fitness talent. We are Idaho's Ing for a coordinatorwho can
help. Dinner only. Call 208only full-service Intemational work in a fun but deadline
481-1038 for details.
booking agency. Our book- driven environment.Willingto PODCAST PRODUCER
ing rates are $30 to $250 per work around class schedule. This job would require the
hour,Calltoday 424-0799
Inquire at jobs@arbiteronllne. Individual to come up wiht
com.
OTHER
new Ideas to improve podcast, schedule podcasts, do
the podcast, edit them and
SUMMER WORK
manage thepodcast equipFULL AND PART
ment at the Arbiter.Apply at
TIME
SUMMER
PAINTING jobs@arbiteronline:com
Sales Associate Positions
JOBS. $9-10Ihour + bo- ONLINE VIDEO PRO·
Up'scale Adult Boutique curnusesl NO EXP.NEC. Work DUCER This Job would re- rentlyseeking responsible, reoutside fulltime. Summer po- quire the Individuala togo
liableand self motivatedsales
sitions available. Call 1-800- out and shoot video wiht one associates.
Professional.
327-2468. www.collegepro. of the reporters. Mainlythis- friendly atmosphere. Please
com
would invilvecapturing video, email resume.
'
There are four ways to do it:
LAWN MAINTENANCE edition it using Final Cut Pro
CREW Experienced with and then maklnkingthe packCommercial Mowing Equip- age. Internships are available
ment and Rellablel$8-$101hr at jobs@arbiteronline.com
and click on the li~~t6
DOE447-8359
secticinand placeyouia

to start.

'd0_:.com

PART-TIME I'PART-TIME

GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
Responsiblefordesigningcreative ads for clients and The
ArbiterNewspaper.Alsoworks
with layouts and graphics for
the paper. Must be motivated
to push the limits of design.
and able to create cuttingedge work under deadline.
Some positions are responsible for the overalllayoutand
design of the paper. Meaningful on the Job experience and
portfoliobuilder.Entrylevel to
experenced needed. Applyat
jobs@arbiteronline.com

$9/hr

Make'the
Smart Move
to Home
Ownership!

I.

PART-TIME

PART-DME

I

~~RE

ROOMIMA. TE

\\l1Rf-.-.lr

\\ <.,; Rf-.-. 11

t l I1

Maintenance/Office

. HERE'S SOME PEPPER
SPRA Y IN CASE ANY
OF THEM ESCAPE.

Staff

Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is an 8 _ Do a lot more listening
than talking for a while. Specifically, do
not discuss how much money is coming
in. Also, don't count your chickens
before the eggs hatch.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today Is a 7 _ You're always asking
questions and sometimes you get
interesting answers. You don't have to
tell everything you know, however. Be
quiet and listen.

Taurus (April20-May 20)
Today is an 8 _ Approach your work
with a fresh perspective. Look for
ways to create even more security for
yourself and your loved ones. You'll be
re-energized by this simple exercise_

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today Is an 8 _ It's the support you
get from the people who love you that
makes you great. You contribute too, of
course, but you couldn't do it without
them. Pets count, too.

Gemini (May 21·June 21)
Today is a 5 _ You may not be quite.
ready yet to get back Into the old
routine. You may need to take another
sick day, in order to get well.

Aquarius (Jan, 20·Peb. 18)
Today is a 6 _ You're almost having too
much fun togo back to work quite yet.
Think you can get a ·wellness day" off?
It's worth a try.

Cancer (lune 22-JuIy 22)
Today Is a 7 _ A family member can help
your workday go a lot easier. You might
even be able to talk him or her into
doing the entire job. Give it a try.

Pisces (Feb, 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 _ Even if you don't have
very much put away for the future
yet, you can end up with a luxurious
lifestyle. Did you know Pisces is the
sign of the bl1llonalre1 It's not all luck.
Get busy.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
.
Today Is a 7 _ As you study, you'lI
discover unsuspected options.
Consider the fun factor, too. Design a
lifestyle you'lI love living.
VIrgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) ".'.
Today Is a 9 _ You should be doing .
creative work, perhaps involving .
technology. Does thatsound I1ke fun?
Good. Fill In the details yourself,and
getgolng. .'
• .

(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc.
Distributed by McClatchy·Trlbune
Information Services.:

